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Problem

Population rise is straining transportation networks and infrastructure.

Friction naturally limits vehicles from achieving high performance.

Transportation is dependent on the state of roadways, based on nature.



Solution: An automotive platform that is 
both high-performance and adaptable

Adaptability                Efficiency                Performance
with no compromise           by nature          at unprecedented levels    



Competitive Advantage
Our assessment of the technologies currently available in the market has 

revealed several shortcomings in the design of ground-free vehicles. Most 
of the current offerings are dependent on large, dangerous propellers, and 

expert evaluation of these technologies has demonstrated that they 
establish a high degree of danger to both passengers and observers, in 
addition to being very large and difficult to integrate. Jet integration is a 

preferred option for hover flight since it produces superior power for weight 
and size and allows for longer flight endurance, amid presenting less 

physical danger to human beings. ROSA has adopted this option for hover 
to present a next-generation product to the market. We also have pursued 

patents on our technology.



Prototype superbike three, named Scarlett, is our third prototype vehicle 
currently in active development. Scarlett is envisioned as a moderate-

performance prototype variant, for lineage in consumer1 markets.
It is designed for compliance with FAA ultralight regulations, and includes 

electric drive systems, moderate flight performance, and much of the 
hardware which will be in a consumer model. We will test Scarlett in a 
manned sense during the development process. Scarlett Introduces:

HOVER FLIGHT
ENGINES

ELECTRIC DRIVETRAIN

HYDRAULIC SUSPENSION ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Overview

FLIGHT CONTROL

1For Recreational use only



Scarlett is a full-scale prototype hoverbike, including an electric 
wheeled drivetrain that contains a hydraulic suspension and purpose-
built steering column. It also includes ROSA’s hover systems, such as 

flight engines/surfaces, along with their respective hardware and 
subsystems. Scarlett is designed to include all essential systems for 

flight and control since it will be tested in manned trials. It will feature a 
super-lightweight structure, totaling under 250 lbs dry weight.

FULL DRIVETRAIN STYLED BODYHOVER FLIGHT

Structure



A system of safely integrated, moderate power microjet engines are 
envisioned to propel the vehicle forward and in VTOL (Vertical Take-Off 

and Landing). They will each be equipped with appropriate 
plumbing/safety systems, along with a fuel supply of sustainably 

sourced Bio-SPK or traditionally sourced Kerosene. Scarlett will be able 
to reach ground speeds of over 130mph and flight speeds of 60 mph, 

all while weighing under 250 lbs.

TOP GROUND SPEED ~120 MPH
TOP FLIGHT SPEED ~60 MPH

Propulsion

MODERATE THRUST-WEIGHT



Scarlett is designed to embody a superior consumer hoverbike, not 
requiring exterior propellers to produce lift. This vehicle, when done, 

will be a drivable and mature Hoverbike - intended to be the precursor 
to a consumer model further down the line. Protobike 3 will be used in 

manned test and demonstration. Using Protobike 3, we hope to iron 
out and refine the design to anticipate a releasable consumer iteration.

LOCATION PHOENIX, AZ DEVELOPMENT IN 2019

Lineage
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Meet ROSA.
Let’s Change the World.


